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2014 PMSR Status Update

• The 2014 PMSR will *largely* follow the format and process used for the 2012 PMSR

• Working within PSD with Program Executives and Program Scientists to refine process based on lessons learned from previous review(s)

  – Possible modifications include:
    • Maximum length of proposals
    • Inclusion of subpanels
    • Exclusion of Mars relay asset budget for programmatic support
      – All flight projects will still be reviewed for science merit
The following flight projects will be subject to the 2014 PMSR:
- Cassini
- LRO
- MER (Opportunity)
- MEX/Aspera-3
- Mars Odyssey
- MRO
- MSL (Curiosity)
2014 PMSR Status Update

• Guideline narrative expected to be issued at the end of January 2014

  – Budget targets will come later
    • Currently planned for release after President’s Budget issued in February 2014

• Proposals due: ~April 2014

• Review Panel date: ~May 2014

• Results announced: ~June 2014